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THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part I
---------------------------------------------------In the book of Joshua, part of the MOST influential book in Western culture, God ordered Joshua
to invade each city of Canaan and do 5 things:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Create a ruse outside of each city to draw out the fighting men.
Ambush the fighting men and kill them.
Enter the city and kill everyone inside.
Loot the city of its valuables.
Burn the city to the ground to destroy the evidence.

We will see in parts 2 through 7 how this highly organized terror became the model for Western
dominance of the world.
THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part II
----------------------------------------------------Moving on now from ancient history, as told in part in Western Civ's MOST influential book (the
Bible), down through the Roman Republic (slaves and all) and the rise of Christianity, through
the Crusades and the Inquisition, to the Protestant Reformation.
Martin Luther objected to Catholic (the universal church) corruption, and became the pawn of
European governments vying for power against the Pope and other forces. While Luther was a
fairly liberal person for his time, the emergence of Calvinism and Puritanism pulled the
Reformation and Protestantism much further away from the Catholic church.
As time went on, the more radical Protestants felt oppressed in Europe, and migrated to the New
World as Puritans and other sects (or cults). The Salem Witch Trials are one example of radical
Protestantism in action in emerging America.
But it wasn't Protestantism that founded the U.S. government of the 13 colonies that were
dominated by Protestants - it was the alleged Luciferians who did so - the Founding Fathers were
almost entirely Freemasons operating in their version of The Enlightenment. And by no small
coincidence, the Founders chose their system of government based largely on the ancient Roman
model (democratic to an extent, including slaves), and we have that form of government to this
day.
THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part III
-----------------------------------------------------In order for a society to be democratic, progressive, and civilized/enlightened, yet maintain
slavery and a policy of attrition against less-progressive neighboring cultures that "get in the
way" of that progress, a strong belief in the Manifest Destiny and Rightness of the winning
culture must be instilled in the populace.
A key to understanding what must be done is to understand that erstwhile democratic governments
may collapse from within if the gentility (particularly the females) object to the brutality of
that government, and organize various resistances against it.
We see in the Declaration of Independence the indictment of the "Merciless Indian Savages", and
we see that the issue of slavery was unmentioned for official purposes other than as a partial
count for representation in the Constitution.
To mollify the people who would object to slavery or the elimination of the Indian threat, a
highly organized propaganda campaign was begun by the businesses who benefitted from slavery et
al, and conducted ruthlessly by their representatives in government.
The Civil War was a necessary response to Secession, and Secession was a necessary response to
Terrorism (see below).

THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part IV
----------------------------------------------------To understand Terrorism in the context of Southern Secession, you can read about the first book
legally and officially banned in 20th century America - "Hitman", distributed by Paladin Press.
The Abolitionists were distributing booklets throughout the South describing how the slaves
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The Abolitionists were distributing booklets throughout the South describing how the slaves
could kill their masters and escape to the Underground Railroad.
While those booklets aren't regarded by history as a major cause of Secession, they - like the
false testimony of Bush's client in the "Incubator Baby" scandal leading to Gulf War I - were
the tipping point that garnered the votes to secede.
While the terror instigated by the Abolitionists (led secretly by Lincoln) triggered Secession
and thus the Civil War, the terror to come that was instigated by Lincoln and his mentally
unstable General W.T. "Burn-'em" Sherman would be the deciding factor in ending the war. That
terror of burning cities full of women, children, and disabled men while the fighting men were
away fighting the real war, harkened back to ancient Israel and the burning of Canaan.
And thus the terror-burning of cities became the standard procedure of American warfare.
THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part V
---------------------------------------------------Skipping past WW1 (the first Globalist war) to WW2, we see the firebombing of Tokyo and Dresden
leading up to the ultimate firebombing acts of nuking Hiroshima and Nagasaki. In the Dresden
example, Allied planes flew over the escape routes and machine-gunned the civilians who were
escaping that city.
As WW2 took shape, Earl Warren and John J. McCloy (both of whom led the Warren Commission in
1964) collaborated to herd thousands of Japanese-Americans into concentration camps without due
process. McCloy, known as the Chairman Of The Board of the USA, was a close confidant and
supporter of Adolf Hitler, sharing a box with him at the 1936 Olympics.
The other large business coalition that supported the Nazis, even through the early days of WW2,
was headed by Averell Harriman and Prescott Bush (father of George Bush - all of them Skull and
Bones). There is considerable evidence tying George Bush to the JFK Assassination, and prior to
that the Bay of Pigs, on behalf of the CIA.
As George Bush led the charge to Gulf War 1 (GW1), ex-Attorney General of the U.S. Ramsey Clark
led an international war crimes tribunal against Bush, based in part on Bush's firebombing of
Iraqi troops leaving Kuwait and returning to Iraq. That firebombing was known as the Highway Of
Death, and the spectacle of 60 thousand men burnt to death for revenge purposes against Bush's
former partner Sadaam (who apparently double-crossed him) haunted the anti-war community
thereafter.
THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part VI
----------------------------------------------------In the early days of GW1, Ted Coppel of Nightline asked future Israel PM Netanyahu what his
children are asking about the war in the Middle East. Netanyahu answered "I read to them from
the book of Joshua."
To complete the Bush revenge against Sadaam, as well as provide the "New Pearl Harbor" for the
Neocons who occupied the Pentagon circa 2001, Bush2 created the utterly ludicrous 9/11, then
proceeded with "Shock and Awe" (i.e. Blitzkreig) as well as "Shake and Bake", which was the
firebombing of Fallujah and other Iraq cities. Bush2 added sanctions against Iraq that led to
the deaths of more than 100 thousand Iraqi children, which the Secretary of State described as
"worth it", in spite of the fact that the basis of the sanctions was false testimony about WMD.
GW2 provided for scapegoating of Muslims on an epic scale, continued by Obama and Trump
following the Bush2 administration. The unfair treatment of Muslims is illustrated well by the
Charlie Hebdo incident, proclaimed by most media as "Free Speech". While that media allowed for
attacking Muslims at their most sacred and sensitive point, the country where it occurred as
well as most Western European countries forbid an equivalent attack on Jews' most sensitive
issue, the Holocaust.
THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part VII
-----------------------------------------------------Due to the advanced techniques of disinformation created by government, mainstream media (MSM),
and their contractors and associates, the public has difficulty distinguishing the personal
opinions of the major players from the official policies of government.
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For example, the man most responsible for creating the War On Drugs - William Bennett - appeared
on the Larry King TV show nearly 20 years after the fact and stated "Larry, if you wanted to cut
crime by a huge percentage, just kill all of the black babies." (quote approximate.) Right after
saying that, Bennett offered his disclaimer "Of course that would be a reprehensible thing to
do, but the statistics are accurate." (again, quote approximate.)
I think of Bennett's raison d'etre as a Hegelian Dialectic. But racism as it were comes in many
different forms. For example, to convict Charles Manson of the murders he allegedly ordered but
did not participate in, Vincent Bugliosi (one of the great liars of all time) created "Helter
Skelter", a conspiracy that Manson allegedly created in order to foment a race war in America.
The Los Angeles jury bought it, the MSM bought it, and another fake history was created.
But that was just the tip of the iceberg for Los Angeles. Between 1992 and 1994, there were two
trials of the Rodney King officers and two trials of OJ Simpson. Despite the fact that one of
the four trials was a civil trial, all four verdicts were unanimous at 12-zero. And each of the
verdicts were decided by the predominant racial composition of the jury versus the race of the
defendant(s). When the juries' predominant race matched the defendant(s) - acquittal. When it
didn't match - conviction.
How do you get opposite decisions in both cases, each 12-zero, using the same evidence? Racism.
Not that racism isn't useful - not long after the 6000 fires of the 1992 riots burned through
the business districts down Imperial Highway to LAX, the 105 Freeway was built from the 110
downtown out to LAX along that same route.
And there is more: Radio station KFI, affectionately known in the area as 'KKKFI', placed over
100 large billboards up and down Crenshaw Blvd. (a predominantly black area) shortly after OJ's
exoneration, with huge letters saying "STILL GUILTY". KFI's major billboard near the 105/LAX
exit circa 2001-2002 read "We talk Bush and Dick."
THE ORIGINS OF RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part VIII (Where we are now)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------While I generally avoid "Conspiracy Theory" as described by mainstream media (MSM), I look
around America - the USA etc., and I see a very disproportionate number of young black men under
control of the penal system, which is a fairly profitable system. I see that Dr. Dre and
company's original protest music has grown and largely been diverted into "Thug Culture" music
by the recording, TV, and movie companies - all hugely profitable. I see (as described above)
the creation of the Drug War by William Bennett et al in the Reagan administration. Can I
connect these dots?
Police today are made highly aware of "Thug Attitude", for lack of a more accurate term, and
that in conjunction with the natural paranoia that goes with police work on the street, leads to
confrontation. I make no judgements here, since the big factors in 21st century racism (demand
for illegal drugs, lack of good educational and good job opportunities for disenfranchised
youth, the profitability of prisons and thug culture, and the do-nothing responses of the
government**) pretty obviously create confrontational opportunities by the millions. And then
those confrontations and subsequent protests generate more paranoia on the part of law
enforcement and government, creating a vicious self-perpetuating cycle of racism.
**Do-nothing assumes, as noted above, that the system wasn't designed this way or a similar way
in the Reagan administration, or even before that.
DISCLAIMER: Not to suggest a conspiracy of any kind - pure speculation here - but if elements of
the National Security State (CIA, whatever...) decided that they needed to black-market hundreds
of billions of dollars worth of illegal drugs in the U.S. to finance operations that Congress
wouldn't approve**, they'd need a large (and deniable) network of mostly expendable
distributors, i.e. the disenfranchised youth as noted above.
**Reagan's funding for the 1980's war against the Sandinistas was curtailed by Congress, and so
Reagan adopted the hundreds of black-ops persons fired by Jimmy Carter when he came into office
four years before Reagan. Those black-ops folks got the job done through private enterprise.
Lastly, should anyone question whether powerful elements of the National Security State would
engage in large-scale illegal activity, one could do some research into the development of the
National Security State, from the government's Operation Paperclip to the present day.
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RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part IX (Student Loan Debt/Indentured Servitude)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------The total U.S. Student Loan Debt (SLD) circa 2018 is estimated at $1.5 trillion, which is nearly
double(!) the entire U.S. credit card debt. When Congress authorized the great Banking Bailout
circa 2008-2009, the big banks who underwrite most of the SLD got the money. The little banks,
who are the primary loaners to minorities, did NOT get the money.
The universities then were drawn into a huge loan/debt/interest scheme which, although it
theoretically helps "educate" youth for future employment, actually facilitates and extends an
ever-larger network of highly profitable colleges. The extremely well-paid Presidents and senior
administrators of those colleges place huge amounts of debt onto their students, creating a
vicious cycle of indebtedness for students who can "afford" it, and exclusion from higher
education for those (mostly minorities) who can't afford it.
Certainly this SLD is a blessing for racists and the like, but one of the interesting ironies of
this scheme is that since it gives lots of power to the bankers and their beneficiaries (the
college Presidents and administrators), those beneficiaries are all too willing to suppress any
campus activity that might question their unholy relationship to their sponsors.
But those questions are just the tip of the iceberg. The ever-wealthier college administrators
are increasingly fearful of losing their positions and wealth, and so they tend to fear
controversy on a widening range of sensitive social issues. The solution that most of these
university bosses have adopted is to establish and maintain a dogma that doesn't offend
government, big industry, and the majority of their students and sponsoring alumni.
RACISM IN WESTERN CIVILIZATION Part X (Tech-Worker/H-1B Immigration)
-------------------------------------------------------------------NOTE: This section is not about DACA, which are the once-legal residents who are currently being
passed around in Congress like the proverbial Political Football. Neither is this section about
refugee immigration, which is a global human crisis. This section is about greed and racism corporations and government ignoring the plight of minorities in the U.S., who have been denied
the opportunity for equal education and tech skills training. These giant corporations are
instead lobbying government to get special visas for foreign tech workers, who have the skills
now and who can produce immediate results, to save these companies from having to invest in
long-term education and opportunities that don't pay off in the short term.
As I noted in previous sections, it has been immensely profitable for the entertainment
industry, the prison industry, and the "illegal"** drugs industry to condition (program) the
youth of minority communities in the U.S. to distribute those drugs, to promote their
entertainment/propaganda, and to fill their prisons with low-cost labor.
**All of the so-called "illegal" money flows through the same banks and buys the same homes,
cars, and other merchandise as the "legal" money does. The good news for government is that when
they can get their hands on any of that "illegal" money, they get to keep it - i.e., free money.
I have to assume, based on a lifetime of experience, that we cannot require or expect the giant
tech companies to ever commit to education and training programs that have the potential to
achieve parity in skills and compensation for all Americans, regardless of their economic
circumstances from birth through college graduation.
What we DO need to do is call out these corporations and their government sponsors for their
phony and self-serving immigration posturing, which offers no investment in the education and
training of long-term U.S. residents who have been deprived of equal opportunities due to
racism. In essence, these companies and their government supporters are preying on public
sympathies about immigration, when in fact their only concern is for bigger profits.
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